Synergies in Healthcare Sector

Summary.
More and more people are aware of the influence of spiritual
energies to the visible gross material plane through the invisible subtle
levels, get therein more and more insight and perceive healing. They
develop talents and gifts which they apply with increasing success to
themselves and others. This results in new occupations in the medical
system (field of bioenergetics, psycho-energetics and spiritual healing).
Especially in this day and age, where people are getting sicker, more
dissatisfied and frail in the scale of classical medicine and where
medicine, classical or alternatively, reaches its limits the market is
crying out for new occupations. It reveals by itself a new market. This
market is going to be known and to be established increasingly. Let us
fill in this gap and seize the opportunity with some courage!!!
It should be understood by now that we in fact have solutions to our
true liberation. This requires the overarching cooperation of all
disciplines, not only in the medical system but also in the sciences. All
these disciplines can serve as a springboard to our primordial
knowledge or for connecting with our primal matrix (blueprint). But
they can be such a springboard only then if they are not placed in
counter-position to each other but brought together in one
common synthesis.
The result of this synthesis will be that the connection to the greatmatrix (blueprint) can be facilitated, which is accompanied by the
liberation of man. In my view, with respect to that connection the Keshe
Blueprint technology could provide a good means for such a relief (see
source). Certainly some experiences are still to be collected to be able
to get better aware of the greatness of that technology.
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Nevertheless, any extern aids or means should always be
considered as temporary. They themselves may be only a stepping
stone to our true liberation. Because true freedom always means to be
independent of others and of any outer things or extern aids. True
liberation is thus always an internal process, which, inter alia, is
manifested by means of the Kundalini process. The Kundalini energy is
expected to play a key role in our liberation process. And since it is a
body's own energy it has automatically to do with the inner liberation
process. Otherwise it would not be what it is.
The ultimate goal of every human being should be the liberation of
the mind. The closer we go to this destination, with the more powerful
energies we have to do and the greater is the challenge to learn to deal
masterfully with these energies, so that it serves best our spiritual
development. In this sense, I wish us all a good hand in our decisions
for all our activities and a wise recognition for what may lie ahead for
us in the new time.
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